DARING CITIES 2024 BONN DIALOGUES*
3-5 JUNE, BONN, GERMANY

Updates at Daring Cities 2024

3 JUNE, MONDAY – WORLD CONFERENCE CENTER BONN

• 10:00–13:00 LGMA UNFCCC Bonn Climate Conference (SB60) Opening Intervention
• 19:00 SB60 Reception by UNFCCC, City of Bonn and German Government at Kunstmuseum

4 JUNE, TUESDAY – GIZ AUDITORIUM

• 09:00 – CHAMP Endorsers Roundtable (by invitation only)
• Insights for Multilevel Action
  o 11:00 Plenary with COP28 and COP29 High Level Climate Action Champions (In-person registration – watch online)
  o 14:00 Roundtables (in-person)

5 JUNE, WEDNESDAY – WCCB/UN CAMPUS

• 09:00 LGMA SB60 Daily Briefing, WCCB
• 13:00 UNFCCC Marrakech Partnership for Global Climate Action “Dialogue on multilevel partnerships for enhanced NDCs”, WCCB
• 15:30 LGMA Dialogue with Co-Chair(s) of UNFCCC Mitigation Ambition and Implementation Work Programme focusing on cities, building and urban systems in 2024 (subject to updates), UN Campus Langer Eugen 29th Floor
• Urban Loss and Damage, hosted by UNU/EHS-ICLEI-GIZ
  o 16:45 Dialogue - online
  o 18:30 Reception (Registration to access UN Campus Langer Eugen 29th Floor)

* The next page provides a list of additional events that ICLEI will lead or facilitate as the Focal Point of the Local Governments and Municipal Authorities (LGMA) Constituency around the agenda of 2024 UNFCCC Bonn Climate Conference (SB60) on 3-13 June.
LGMA engagement at the UNFCCC Bonn Climate Conference (SB60)

Official [Overview Schedule](#) and 30+ [SBSTA60](#) and [SBI60](#) mandated events

**Select negotiation dialogues, complementing negotiation sessions:**
27-29 May: Third global dialogue and investment-focused event under the Sharm el-Sheikh mitigation ambition and implementation work programme, focusing on “Cities: buildings and urban systems” - [Agenda – Party Submissions](#)

2-3 June: First Dialogue under the United Arab Emirates Just Transition Work Programme 2024

4-6 June: In-session workshop Art. 6.8 on Non-Market Approaches

6-8 June: Annual Global Stocktake Dialogue

8 June: Enhancing Capacities for NDC Preparation and Implementation: Knowledge Sharing Workshop

10-11 June: Ocean Dialogue

12-13 June: 1st Sharm El Sheikh Adaptation Investment Dialogue

**Global Action Agenda and other Sessions:**
4-7 June: [UNFCCC Marrakech Partnership](#) public events on; Setting the Agenda, Multilevel action, Adaptation, Land-nature-climate, partners’ workshop

11-12 June: [UNFCCC Global Innovation Hub – Sixth Systemic Innovation Workshop](#)

**LGMA-led UNFCCC Side Events and other events:**
8 June, Saturday, 13:15
ICLEI-UNHabitat-Southern Denmark University
Responding to climate emergency through multilevel NDCs - from commitment to action

10 June, Monday, 13:45
[We Don’t Have Time](#) – Exponential Race to the Top